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Taylor Shelley has the worst taste in men. When her ex turns out to be a mobster, she's offered a

chance to start a new life on another planet,which means no more bad boys. King Hades doesn't

have time to babysit.What starts as an obligation, ends in a game of seduction where theplayers are

evenly matched. There's only one rule to remember whenplaying with the Dark King--the house

ALWAYS wins.
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Story went down hill when the Dark King made the heroine watch him make love to another woman.

Then when the heroine was really upset and call for Linx to take her home, I thought wow good girl.

All that emotion went out the window the minute the Dark King touches her. What a doormat! No

self respect for herself!Reading the description of the book, I was really excited; a story with two

head strong hero/heroine. The story description is smoke screen to get you read the book. Hero

cheats on her then wanted her then wanted to send her away. Instead of being a strong heroine and



leaving without looking back, she decided to be the ultimate doormat heroine and challenge the

Dark King to mate with him using her stripper routine for a HEA ending.

I read a one star review that almost stopped me from buying this book. That review was inaccurate

in book details it reveals. Nobody was cheated on for example. Everyone has a right to their opinion

but misrepresenting the facts is not stating opinion.

I've read all the books in J. Summers Atlantean's Quest series....my favorites were the first two The

Arrival and Exodus. There was a scene in this one that bothered me. It occurred between Hades

and another character, Opal, that if it were me he would have been in the dog house for a lot longer

and would have been disturbing to me more than it seem to be to the heroine. I don't know

.....maybe her past profession she saw and did more that it wasn't that much of a big deal to her.

Over all it was an entertaining read.

This was a fairly long series although the books were short. This book really ties in the Atlanteans

with the Phantom Warriors. There are strong characters which are well developed and I love the

humor that goes along with this particular book. Some of the scenes are a little unbelievable but

they kind of go along with the characters. I just hope this isn't the last book and the author brings in

some more to add to the series.

This was a really good part of this incredible story of humans and aliens. You will like the twists and

turns to these story's. Just enough to make you going back again and again. So enjoy the read and

start in the beginning this is the end you have to start with the Atlantean's first! Oh! This isn't the end

there is a new one come out just don't know when can fine out!

I started getting into paranormal books on Kindle with this author. This book didn't disappoint me. It

starts with the king repaying a debt and the story took off from there. Interesting sex scenes with

different partners. Love characters even the so call bad guys. You know the outcome but you keep

reading to find out how, since this supposed to be last of the series. It brought you update about

characters previous books in the series. I hope she finds a way to give status about the villain who

was put in situation. I enjoyed the read.

Jordan Summers is a new author for me, I started with her Phantom Warrior books and moved on to



the Atlantean's series. Each one was better then the next. But I have to say the Dark King has to be

my favorite. Taylor and Hades will make you laugh as they both seem to fight the enviable. I don't

want to spoil the ending but how Taylor uses her craft from earth will have you smiling. Hades is a

typical alpha male but Taylor is able to show his softer side. I look forward to reading more from this

author.

The Dark King wraps up not just one series, but two, with this novella - and it's done with style. I've

not read every one of the stories in those two series', but I still thoroughly enjoyed this one. I wasn't

confused, lost or bored at any time. Not to mention I just LOVED Hades and Taylor. Their chemistry

jumped off the page right from the start, and never waned. Well done, Jordan Summers!
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